Abstract. The study embarks on understanding the importance of English language skills in the Indian hospitality industry. It explores the specific English language proficiency need among students to overcome their communication inability and the role to be played by the hospitality teachers in improving their communication skill. The study was conducted among the hoteliers in Chennai a semi structured set of questionnaires were patterned to interview the views of the hoteliers. The findings highlighted the need of the language proficiency in students for their commutative activities and language skill requirements as employee, the methodologies and recommendations to be followed or enhanced strategies in developing the English Language skill among the students.
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I.INTRODUCTION

In the globalized scenario English Language has emerged as the language of business and trade, beside science it has been universally imposed into aviation, computing and tourism. English Language has been spoken extensively in many part of the world as official or co-official language. Effective communication in English language ensures a sense of steadiness to entail the organizational objectives to their individual clients or customers.

Hotel Industry is one among the best ever growing sector generating a good part of revenue to the country’s economy. Hotel industry is an important part of the tourism sector, is varied in character as it provide lodgings for the customers, the guests, from different part of world with different language, culture and business backgrounds. Hotel industry always plays a major role in creating employment at located localities, it brings in foreign exchanges. It is a mainstay service industry that festive in interaction with customers and develops its business.

As communication is the prime approach to reach and serve the guest, English - the global language of the business world is considered the prime quality of acquisition among the employees at hospitality industry. Hotel industry is a service industry with both tangible and intangible products to be marketed, an employees with good communication skill in English Language is more productive and efficient in enhance the profitability of the hotel business as they deal the guest from various foreign countries. Hereby the hotel management students the future employees of the hospitality, the hotel sector have to be fluent and proficient in English Language.

Objective of the study:

The main objective of the study is to enumerate the technique to be imposed and improved in enhancing the English Language proficiency among the students in hotel management institutions.

To accomplish the objective the fissure in actual practice at hospitality institutions and the actual communication standard required by the industry are analyzed. Identifying the issues, the set of precautionary measures to be involved in enhancing communication in English Language are enlisted.

II. MATERIALS AND METHOD

The study involved the expectations of the hoteller from hotel management students with regard to communication in English Language and the recommendations or measures to be adopted by the hotel management trainers. The primary data for the study was collected from the qualitative and quantitative opinions of the trainers at the hotel management institutions.

The study initially started with the collection of opinions from the officials at hospitality industry ranging from the middle level to top level of management. The hoteller are interviewed about their expectations in communication standards in English Language among the hotel management students. Their actual expectations and opinions were considered in formulation of recommendations and methodologies for the trainers at hotel management institutions and colleges.

A questionnaire with a set of 17 questions, excluding the demographic parameters was framed to exhibit the opinions and expectations of the hoteller. The questions were more oriented towards the hoteller’s opinion about the importance and need for communication skill in English Language among the students and their expectations with regard to their communication in English as an employee in industry.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The study constitutes the qualitative information from the hoteliers at the top level and middle levels of management. An array of opinions from the hoteliers are being collected, sorted, grouped and recorded for the formulation of recommendation and methodologies to be considered to enhance the communication skill of the hotel management students.

Demographic discussion of Respondents:

The study was carried out among the hoteliers to exhibit their opinions about the English language proficiency skill in students the future employees of hotels industry. Among the hoteliers, 87.5% are graduates, 73% are from the five star categorised hotels and around 88% of the respondents were executive chefs and managers at top levels of management in all main departments at hotels.

Maximum hoteliers are married and above 40 years and are 10 to 15 years experienced in hotel industry. 67.3% of employees were working in same hotels for more than 5 years.

Hotelier’s opinion about English Language Proficiency among students:

The hoteliers were enquired about their opinion about the need and importance and advantages of English Language proficiency for a student to start up his career at hotel industry. The hoteliers feel that proficiency in English is more important for a student to develop himself in promoting his self respect attitude and confidence level that in turn develops the concern he is engaged in. Predominantly the hoteliers enlisted the following advantageous aspects if an employee is being well versed in English Language.

- Hotel industry employs people from any part of the nation or world. English Language acts as a common communicable language among employees and avoids misunderstands and avoids diversities with regard to nation or language.
  - A student when initiates his career as an employee at hotel if been fluent and communicable in English Language he is more confident to carry on his job. This confidence improves a self esteem in him as an employee.
  - Upon the hoteliers opinion the team spirit and co-ordination aptitude is comparative more in employees with good proficiency in English Language.
  - Good proficiency in English Language helps in Good and prompt decision making, planning, budgeting, eminently leads the department and actively carryout the department functions.
  - English serves as a main communicable language among the employees it improves the cooperation between the employees at work stations. A fresher with good proficiency in English can understand his superiors or colleagues command and act focused that keeps the work environment more pleasant.
  - An active, communicable and confident employees serves the guest more prominently and improves the standard of quality in turn enhances the business and productivity standards.

Discretionary measures to enhance English Language:

Discretionary Measures For Hospitality Educators In Improving The English Language Proficiency Amongst Hotel Management Students

Proficiency in English Language is more significant at all the levels of management of the employees at hotels. It acts as a prime quality to serve the guest with utmost satisfaction, co-ordinate, communicate and lead the department at any stage of an employees throughout his career in hotel industry6

Analyzing the opinions from hoteliers the study enumerates a detail note of teaching methodologies and recommendations to be ingeniously applied by the hospitality institutions educators to improve English Language proficiency among the hotel management students.

Teaching through conversations:

The best ever way to learn a language is practice speaking in respective language thus conversation in English among the hotel management educators and students and following a strict practice to converse in English among the students themselves makes the students well verse in English Language. The hoteliers at recruitment expect their candidates to be good in communication. Among the methodologies of teaching English Language among students conversation is the best and simple way of teaching. Construction of sentences upon the situation is framed out and spoken immediately during conversations7.

Teaching through games:

Beside other method of classroom teaching, using games to teach language is more recommended as it makes the classroom lively without making the student feel bored8. Different set of games example Who am I and missing information, Giving clues and fishing, whispering games, search games, board games9 etc were used to develop the vocabulary and conversations and also strongly liked by the students.

Hotel management educators can impose these games practices among students and make them understand and learn more vocabularies about ingredients and their uses in cooking, service practices and standard operating procedures etc. as understanding vocabularies and their usages in language helps to develop one in using during the conversations. A game always keeps the students amused, encourages, teaches and improves the fluency of English language among the students.10

Analysing the Case Studies:

The students can be provided with situational cases and can be asked to solve particular issues or problems and handle those situations. This method of problem solving approach makes the student to think and act independently.11

Resolving a case study is an integrated method of teaching that always keeps the students active and feel involved12, these methodologies in teaching at hotel management institutions improves the student’s quality of communication and problem solving tactics and trains him to act positively during his career at hotel at hotel industry in future.
Competitions:
Competition and education is more interrelated. Conduction of competitions among the students makes them explore the concepts and put forward their ability in it. Competitions like debates and elocutions help the students to possibly construct sentences and enhance their knowledge about language and in turn their studies. Competitions improve a positive attitude of acceptance and build courage to handle a crowd and improving the personality development of students.

Creative assignments and role plays:
Proficiency of English language among the students also depends upon the quality and skill of the teachers who teaches the language. These two facts assigning creative assignment and conduction of the role plays among the students depends upon the creativity and language proficiency of the educators.
Assigning creative assignment to the students improves the effective learning in students, it improves the research quality among the students a student specializing in food and beverage production can enhance his ability in formulating new recipes etc, it lifts up the possibilities of creating completely new concepts and innovative measures.

Role Play – help in practical usage of languages, it helps in framing conversations and improves the situation handling communication. The hotel management educators can assign different scene, situation and characterize the students and make them to act upon the given situations. Role plays improve the English language proficiency required to handle business situations and make the students an effective decision maker.

Help from the multimedia:
The multimedia teachings support learning in the forms of texts, graphs, animations, videos and audios. It integrates both teaching and learning to provide an improved understanding of the language. Usage of multimedia in English Language learning arouses student’s interest in learning, improves self learning and innovative ability, and increases the subject understanding.

The business of hotel industry is more depending upon the foreign visitors hence a fluent and proficient communication improves the guest service and satisfaction in customers. Hereby a proficiency in English language has become a compulsory aptitude in employees at hotel industry. The hospitality institution educators have the responsibility to involve advantageous methodologies in teaching students for their English Language development.

IV. CONCLUSION
Summing up the opinions of the employees at hotel sector they feel, a good fluency or proficiency in English Language always plays a very important role in handling the guest and co-workers at any level of managements. Hoteliers are not mere keen on their syllabus curriculum like poetrys, prose or grammars, Beside they prefer a mere proficiency or knowledge in English Language that makes the student feel himself a confident communicator among his employees and serve his guest from any part of the world with an extreme level of confidence. The study also recommends some discretionary measures for hospitality educators to enhance the communication skill with English Language proficiency.

V. LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
This study is purely based on the information sourced from the hotelier in and around Chennai hotels. The study is more depended upon the samples, the opinions, perception and expectation of the responded hoteliers may differ upon the demographic parameters.
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